
SPE C Tj'~J_.

0F; 11 COU,14CIL

March 6 ,   1985

6 : 30 p. m.

A special meeting of the Wallingford Town Council was held. in
Council Chambers to review the PUC decision on the approval for
S.   Broad St.  condominium project,  as discussed by the PUC at

their meeting of February 26 ,   1985 .

Chairman Gessert called the meeting to order at 6 ; 30 p. m.     In

attendance were Council members Bergamini ,  'Diana,  Gessert,

Holmes ,  Killen,  Krupp ,  Papale ,  Polansk' i and Rys.    Mayor Dickinson

and Town Attorney McManus arrived later.

pUC Commissioner Richard A.   Nunn was present.

Chairman Gessert ask_sd Mr.  Nunn why Mr.   DeMaio and Mr.  Kovacs were

not present.    Mr.  Nunn said that they were invited and some of the

staff people had other commitments and they just discussed it and
Mr.  Nunn felt that he would be able to answer the Cc! cil ' s questions

He stated that they had cone through some of it in their- question
and answer period the night before and , he was  , prepared to answer
any questions and give the Council the benefit of the supporting
information that had them arrive at the decision that they arrived
at.    He asked Chairman Gessert how they wanted to handle this and
did they want to do it with questions.

Chairman Gessert stated that Mrs.   Bergamini had requested the

meeting and imagined that she may have one or two comments.

Mr.   Krupp asked if they had a motion and Mr.  Gessert said no.    Mr'_

Killen felt that they should have a motion to get action started.
Mr.   Krupp stated that,   if they were to abide by the rules of order,
score type of communication or motion is in order for discussion.

Mrs.   Bergamini moved that they review the PUC decision that was
jade on Tuesday evening ,  February 26 ,  with the intent of possibly

using Council ' s legislative Dower to veto this decision,   if they
so desire.    Mr.  Killen seconced the motion'.

Mrs .   Bergamini stated that she would like to present her side of it
and why she was upset with the,  PUC decision.     She quotedanarticle

that appeared in the media in November 1980     " A zone; change was

granted by the P& Z Commission - on September 8 on South Broad Street. "
She said it then went on to describe the area,  with which they are
familiar with.   " A zone chance granted by the Commission on September
8will lead to problems in the d.;_:stribution system,   according to

Water  &  Sewer manager,  Al Bruno.    The increased tenancy associated

with the zone change will put a strain on the distribution system
and the low water

pressure
in the area would minimize fire protection .

In a letter to the Commission ,  Bruno stated that the Sewer Division ' s

facility plan was based on a density of 15 people an acre ,  but a

zone change from industrial and commercial to multi- family residential
could tr-iple,  or certainly double,   the expected se%;:er lcal2.    Scwer

nd    - iter facilities- on South Broad Street  ;
grn  . 1i11, 4 '^ rt  •- ij) r.  a

booster " station would ' probably have to be provided Mrs.   Bergain n

stated that in the same year another application had been put in,
and she mentioned this only to show that it is not just this appli-
cation that she is zeroing in on,  by Mr.   Dunkavich and was rejected

by Mr.  Bruno even though it was withdrawn with the same objections that
he had to this one.     she quoted Mr.   Bruno as saying that. " As we have

stated many times in the past,   sewers and the new proposed sewage

treatment plant are designed based : on present zoning .    Any down- zoning

will ultimately result in overloading the sewer and the plant. "  Mrs.

Bergamini said the article ran two whole columns and she .,would not
go through all of it but that it was in the paper on November"  19
1980.    She eructed'  a 19-83 article regarding changing any zone or
adding on to a sewage treatment plant

as it was designed,,  " Bruno

has repeatedly objected to residential zone change applications
that would increase demand on the sewage treatment

plant.    The

position of the PUC has always been the capacity of the new sewage



OldlIt bdsed on a 1917 facile ties- plan' which used the
present Dian of develcnment acoroved in 1971 ,  with population

projection and zoning ,   according to Public Utilities Director,   Ray
Smith.    The 7-resent and proposed sewage treatment plant,-  were not

desianed to meet additional demands caused by zone changes subse-
quently made by the PZC.     When the updated plan is accepted by
the Town,  the PUC will use the plan of development as a planning
tool in considering future changes . "    Mrs.   Bergamini pointed these
out to show that, in four vears   (a!,- nosl.--  five years) ,  Al Bruno ,  who

is a PUC man ,  and whose expertise they have quoted many times ,  and

who is paid a good salary for the job he does ,  has never,  never

waivered.

Mrs.  Beruamini quoted from the PUC minutes of February 26 meeting.
When Mr.  Bruno was questioned whether or not he had ever aureed

to 150 units ,  he said absolutely not. "    Mrs.   Beroamini said that

these minutes are public record and anyone can read from them at
any time.     " He said that possibly it could go to 95 or 96 , ' but he
feels that 80 would be considered,   120 would be a possibility,  but

actually 95 is a final total. "    Mrs .   Serc: amini quoted Mr.   Kovacs

as stating that  " orchablv the sewace treatment Qlant would be an
line by then"  and that Mr.   Bruno aareed that was probably so.
His objection,   he stated,   is based on the fact that the project

did not comply with the overall plan for the Town which determines
the plant capacity.    Admittedly,   this is only one ,  but theoretically,
if all the industrial area in Town were to be rezoned as high

nsity, then we no longer have the 20 and 25- year sewage treat-

ment plant.    Mrs.   Beroamini said that she could a o on and rebut
everything,  but, to her it seemed they had established a precedent
of changing by ignoring Mr.   Bruno.     She did not know why they did
it and that unfortunately she was not at that meeting since ,  as

they know,  this was the same night as the Council meeting or she
would have been there.     She felt that how or why they did this she

ad no idea.    Mrs.   Beraa-mini added that if ' they wanted to compromise
tetween 80 and 151 ,  she could see that there might have been a
compromise.    She felt that Mr.  Bruno seemed to stick to 100 or under

and that he has.  never waivered from that position - in 4-  years .

She said that if he is PUCIs expert on the staff ,   then she would

like an explanation on why the PUC chose to ignore him.

Mr.  Nunn said that before he cave them the reasons as to why they
reached their decision,  he wanted to comment on some of the things

Mrs.  Bergamini had stated.     He said that since his tenure with the

Public Utilities Commission  -    somewhat in excess of seven years  -

they have received many requests for  " down- zoning"   ( he was not

sure this was the proper te=,  but it is one they are all familiar
with) .    He said  " Let ' s use the example :  if something is allowed to
have 100 units in a particular area and that ' s what it is zoned
for and that ' s what ' s allowed,  then if you go to 200 ,  you ' ve got

a 100%  additional,  and so forth. "    He said that they had requests
anywhere from two,  three and as high as seven times the density
that was requested in the past.    The position of the PUC has been

one of being assertive;   they felt they want to try to maintain
the policy of sticking with the facilities plan as closely as they
can.    However,  he added that they have been flexible in the past
and they have not always set with exactly the exact amount of

zoning and that they have rarely gone 2 : 1.     He said that this

particular instance is 1 : 1  -  or 96 : 151.     He ' said they have set
precedence such as that,   if that is the word the Council-  wants to

use;   they have made decisions that have allowed that in other
situations  -  one that they are all very familiar with is Bristol--
Myers.     He said that Bristol- Myers has the - acreage and the density
that  -would allow 205 units   (and he refers to them as units - rather

than acreage vs.   peple) .     He said they were allowed 300 because of

special circumstances  -  attractive business ,  good for the base of

the Town;  he said they measured all the inputs that they.  -felt they
had and with ' a lot of research   ( they had come to this decision)

Mr.   Nunn stated that the units refer to aallons ,   in this case

205 , 000 vs.  what Er 4 s-zcl- Myers was actually allowed  -  300 , 000

gallons .    He said that if they were condominiums ,   arart:: ien-- s ,  or

private dwellings,   they could have talked about the number of
units  - ' which are arrived at by the acreaue ,   by the estimated
population on that acreage ,  and that different numbers are used

depending on what ' s there. -  whether it be an industrial complex ,

a residential home,  a condominium,   senior citizens ,   etc.    fie

said that different numbers are being used based on history ,  on

what they feel the amount of water,  and in turn ,   the amount of

sewer,   that would be developed on that piece of land.     fie said

that in the case of Bristol- Mvers ,   they  -went  --From.  205 to 300 ,



Mr.  ' Nunn re_m"i-ided the Council that althouchMr .   Bruno is a staff

member and is an employee of the Town of Wallingford,  and speci-      

1j5
fically of the Water  &  Sewer Division ,  the responsibility of

making decisions on allowing usage rests with the PUC.    They have
to take the resocnsibility  -  he would not blame him or give Mr.

Bruno credit because he is there in an au`visory car_acity and

they do try to take his input. >   ;ir c" 7 i d that the trach record has

shown that they follow his advice Quite closely;  they certainly . _
give  'him his opportunity as they did in this meeting and as they
have done in the past.

He proceeded to talk about this specific case.    Mr.  tlunn said

that the motion that was made in the past clearly indicated,  and
there were words in the motion ,  that this was not to be considered
a precedent to be set,  that it had special c,ircumstance' s to . it',  and

Mr.  Nunn said that he would outline some of ' those special circum-
stances to the Council ,  which made this item one the PUC felt they
could pass.    fie said, that   ( 1)   they are not talking about the year
1981 when they were at .best six or seven years away from a com-
pleted plant. '   He said that they are now three years '' away from a
completed plant and that,   just the fact that they are that much
closer to completion of the sewer plant,  makes them feel a little
bit more comfortable than they were in 1981 He said that the

original plan called for 238 units and they felt that a compromise
wins struck.    He said that if you want to talk about a compromise,
you can' t start at 151 and compromise between 151 and 96.`    He said

that  " you have to start where they started from and where- we started
from.     It ' s the old game . -  you can start; with a car for  $1 , 000 and
they ' ll ask for  $ 10 , 000 and come somewhere in between. "    14r.  Gessert

asked if they had asked for 1 , 000 ,  would the PUC compromise at 500,

if it' s halfway in between.    Mr.  Nunn said they might not compromise
at all.    Mr.  Gessert said that it was an arbitrary figure in cutting
it in half.    Mr.  Nunn said that he did not cut it in half.    He

said they did not come up with 151,  and that this was a follow- up
that the developer had made that they felt was economically feasible
for them  ( the developer) .     He said that he had pointed out to the

developer that it was not the responsibility of the public Utility
Commission to make it economically feasible for t,he• aeveloper.    He .

said that if it was  =  fine,  but that they felt that they had to have
what they could live with.     He said that these are certain fringes

that are offered to the Town in this case and that,  in order to

put in that development,   something in excess` of 2 , 000 ft.  of sewer

lines have to. be put in and the expense is borne'  completely by the
developer,  not by the Town.    He said the Town would gain other
advantages revenue. . . Mr.  Gessert asked who the were

going tD serve and Mr.  Nunn re7: lied that It would    = rwe that develop-
ment and any of the abutting property-  owners'  alongside that.    Mr.

Gessert asked if ,  without the sewer line,  could the developer - open
that subdivision.    Mr.  Nunn replied that he could not.   - Mr.  Gessert

said that it was rather self- serving to put that 2 , 000 feet.    Mr.

Nunn said it was more than self- s'ervina ,  and that it would:,  serve

anyone else that abuts.    Mr.  Gessert stated that the developer did
not donate 2 , 000 ft.   to East Main Street.     Mr.   Nunn stated that

the developer needed that 2, 000 ft.  but that the Town   ( the utilities)

is the recipient of that sewer line being there,   just like it is

when they put any sewer line in.    He said that the Town gains by
having any abutting property owners hook into .that line.

Chairman Gessert said that it was obviously a nebulent Cain.    Mr.

Nunn replied that he did not have the fiatires to tell. the Cc1111c l

how many units can be built ,  how many property owners are served
there.    Mr.  Gessert added to this -that Mr.  Nunn could not say
how much more overflow they will get if everybody adjacent to
that line decides to put 10 , 000 units on that property.

Mr.  Nunn said that the . PUC ' s concern was with the flow that

comes into the plant.    He said that the time table on this property,
again making comparison to Bristol- Myers ,  is to be phased in.    He j
said they were advised by the developer that it would be four years"
before the final phase and that he ' felt they would have the plant
in operation certainly for at least one year. i
Mr.  Gessert asked if he- approved the 150 based on a contract that

it would be phased in over four years.    Mr.  Nunn said no.    Mr.

Gessert said that it was a  " could be- maybe"  and Mr.  Nunn agreed:     s

Mr.  Nunn said this is the way they approve any of these  -  they do
not get contracts.    Mr.  Gessert commented that,  on the other hand ,

if they approve'" it,, and: they were all up in six months   ( there would j
be nothing the PUC could do. )  

f' I



Mr.  Diana commented to Mr.   Gessert . that he should let 2•? r.  Nunn

talk and then the Council wouldcriticize.
5 . Q

Mr.  Nunn said that they have a responsibility in that they   ( the

PUC)  has been issued a monopoly from the State.     He said that if

these people want sewer lines , ''there is only , one' place trey can

come,  and if they want electricity and water they can only come
to the PUC.    He said that with that monopoly there is a responsi-
bility that they have the position that will listen to various
aspects of this and that the biggest plus to this is that they
have the timing that they have that they are only 2  to 3 years

away : from the, plant.     He said that ,  with this in mind,   they feel

that they could handle this type of sewage coverage.     He said

they do not want to treat residential or commercial establishments
any different than they do

industrial.     He said it is not equitable

to favor the industrial sector because of the revenues they can
produce to the Town versus that of residential or commercial .
He said that he felt,   in that sense ,  that they have to have an

OV era!!  er L" table SVS tem.     He sa? d that the ' enc neer"_ng consCl tan_ s

that the developer had attend the PUC m®® tInC presented bac}: around

information on densities in neighboring communities and condominium
and apartment complexes similar to the one to be built here and
the numbers indicated that,  it was well within the range of the
capacity ,of the amount of sewer that would be produced within that
unit.    Mr'.  Nunn stated that they auestioned " Mr.  Bruno as to whether

he felt that the numbers were based on an accurate data and he
said ' that -Mr.   Bruno felt that he could live with those figures and.
that he had no exact numbers and that he admitted that his own
numbers were on the conservative side and that those numbers were
reasonable and that the PUC should consider them in that vein.

Mr.  Nunn . said that they then asked Mr.   Bruno if he had any violent

oaposition to this program and would he make a statement that,   if

they voted on this ,   it would be over his oDocsition and that Mr.
Bruno said no, that he could live with the situation.

Mr.  Nunn said  " Al ,  are you certain this is your feeling?"    Mr.

Killen interrupted to ' ask if this was the same meeting that they-:'
took the vote on and Mr.  Nunn replied that it was.    Mr.  Killen

commented that it did not appear in the minutes.    Mr.  Nunn said

that he could listen. to the tape.    Mr.  Killen replied that they

get t̀he minutes as being the official minutes and he should not
have_ to listen to the tape.    Mr.  Killen said that he read the

minutes and that they were not even close to what Mr.  Nunn was

discussing now.

Mrs.  Bergamini was asked where Mr.   Bruno was and she replied that

he could not make it and that she had told him that she did not
need him because she had a lot of testimony and knew his overall
feelings.     She said that he had a personal commitment and she
realized that this meeting was very inconvenient and she apologized.
She said that,   in lieu of the time element,  she had absolutely

no choice.     She- said that she _felt she did not need Mr.   Bruno to

be present since Mr.  Bruno had been quoted up ,  down and sideways

on how he feels She said that she had the` P& z minutes here and
that she could go back to three or four other meoings and Mr.
Bruno is quoted exactly the same way  -  he has never waivered,

to her knowledge.

Mr.  Diana said it would have been nice to have an  " opposing"

view from the deoartment here:

Mr.  Nunn,  said that he did not know about tonight' s r.ieeting until '
last' niaht at the PUC meeting and that he had about a 24- hour
notice and checked his calendar to see if he could make it and
found that he could,  although he had a conflict and rearranged.

that.    He said that he asked Mr.  Bruno if lie could make

ther
meeting and he said he could not and Mrs.   Berg_amini  }: ad accepted

the Fact that he could not make the meeting.

Mr.  ' Nunn said that this is the best,  to his;  recollection,  of what

happened: in this case,  and there are other people in the room
tonight that were there and they could also check the tapes again,
as t0 whether the m1Il`1 e  2re aCC =  = tom.     He said that then secre ary

transcribes the mares ,   and that  '.+:7et_  she C -' iS A Fr}     OTIIIa ,

period,  and every phrase. -in there ,   she prCLably does not.



M r.   

Killen said that the Council could live with that also but thatwhat Mr.  

Nunn has been stating tonight is an important part of thetestimony and that to leave
cometh; ng Like that - out-

radicallywrong. that
out-  of the minutesg.    Pir.  NiPJ inn said  h<at Mr.   Bruno ' s statement wasthat he could handle it,  and he was quoting him now.

Mr.   
Gessert said that he had heard Mr.  Bruno put on th—  spot beforeand that he had said whatever you flush is acing ; to ao to the plantand that if there is no room in the plant,   it ' s acing to go tothe river;  

and if they want to add  'another 60 , 000 c` llons. . .
Mr.  Nunn stated that Mr.  Bruno has never been accused of beinshy when he is

opposed to something.    He" said that th'e
9

never muzzle Mr.  Bruno,       y,   in turn,

Mrs.  . Papale stated to Mr.  
Nunn that things have beenbrought upbefore the PUC that they have,  for some reason,  voted down and

asked why did the PUC make an exception with this development.She asked why the PUC
commissioners decided, even though Mr.  Bruno,whether hard or soft about it,  

came out and say that he was notentirely pleased with this,  
that it would be all right for theTown.    Mr.  

Nunn replied that it was because the amount of variancefrom the plan,  
the terrain of the land and what else can be builtsurrounding it,  

the benefit of the sewer lines that will be putin by the developer,  the fact that theye are 2plant-- they=  felt,  factorin these t Years from the

could handle that ty F e of Bevel
in'. o place, - that. the Commission

the plan.   oP ent with type of .a variance on
Mrs.  Papale commented that she wished Mr.   Bruno had been at themeeting because it was difficult to ask Mr.  Nunnquestionsthings that Mr.  Bruno might have said.     She

askedifitwasoaskedof Mr.  Bruno if these plans were okay=ed,  
and other ones that campin front of thein,  

if the sewer plant- after ten years would be in
the.  same position that they are in now and did the PUC feel that waythat they would have a problem) .
Mr.  

Nunn responded no and said that if they are figuring thisplant will be planned for the year 2000 ,  
there is an awful lot ofextrapolation that goes into saying the sewer capacity for theYear 2000.    Mrs.  

Pacale said she was not famili  -extrapolaton°°  and- Mr.  ? Bunn

explainedar
with the word,

what the usage would be for the- yr
that

e meant to estimate
the year 2004 and it might be the aear®199b.

00.     HeHeasaidid

tthatmiQht goo to

ldnot tell the Council when they would be at the same stage 15 to 25years from now.    At that point ,   
the life of the sewer plant isgenerally considered 20 years before

done to it.     He addityonar  work has to be
said that they are looking at the water plant nowand that people are saving to spend less money and to project out10 or 15 years.    

He felt that this was generally not a wise judgmentto make,  because they should generally
He pointed out that the growth cf t" is plan for a 20  _°ea,  p'  nt.

said tl-iat the t -ls town is unpredictable hero: th In the town in the last
as Great as it had been 1,     

last--,      
Years has not beenn the  _

ve years previous to that  -  who wouldS" e predicted that?    Could you nave toy
had a greater growth for' the town?   d which five- year period

Mr.  
Killen said he had the impressionscion that because theyaresoclone to building a new

he was
plant,   it makes a dif eren ce.   He asked if

messing the understanding that the plans were made with thenew plant in mind  -  not the old plant.     If this is so,  then itwoes not make a difference how close we are to a new plant becausehen it was with the new plant in mind that the glans wereo  " X'°  number per gallon.     limited

r.   

Nunn stated that if the service is to be pl
fore the new plant is in place,     

aced on the system
ifficult problem,.    Mr.   Killen said hthat hthey owould

uld adefinitelve a

ly haveo say no in that case but the point is
ccording to the plan,  from thewayr,`      

that t. e have a Plan
it, 

and

main areas can handle so m      

r•   Killen understands _i t,
any gallons and . that. is ceo ina.  tocarry them through,  

and every time the PUC makes a changethat cameplan a
goes out the window.       

Mr.  Nunn said, that the game plan is not static and if Mr.  Killen was
asking him if ,the PUC was aware that they allowed the issuance ofpermits,  

or setting the wheels in motion for the,' issuance'' of thosepermits,  for something that would have normally-- based. on conserva-tive figures-- been 96 and that they went with 151 ,   the' ' answer isyes.    He said they, were aware that-  w;, c   _*},+-  ,- v-...:.



Mr.   Killen asked if they had a reason for that because so far they
had not heard a reason.     

Mr .  Nunn said that he would give them the

reasons.    Mr.  KIllen said that the economics was  " not your cup of 15 L'
tea. "    Mr.   Nunn replied that economics was not a consideration,
except for the economics of a piece of sower line which would be
of use to the Town.    lir.   Killen said that this should be secondary.

Mr.  ' Killen said the Town just went for a  $ 38 million bond issue and

all of a sudden they are finding out that maybe the  $38 million

is going down
thetubesbecause the PUC wants to play  " footloose

and fancy- free"  and that ' s not good.    
Mr.   Nunn said thathedid

not consider the action that they too}   to be  " footloose and fancy"-

freo'.      He asked himself if they were varying from the plan and
that the answer was yes but that that, was always the intent.    He

said that the intent was not that it was this static and that they
never waiver off it and that

there' would be times ,   if they felt the

reason was riaht,  that they would vary.

Mr .  Killen said that he was looking for the reason and that he was
only talking off the top of his head because he was not there but
from the background he got,  Planning  &  Zoning was not particularly

happy with this,  and that- they were very grateful that the PUC was,
the stumbling block

Mr .  ' Nunn said that this was not
quite true.     He said that the

developer and his attorney
appeared before P& Z and Mr.   Bruno was

at that meeting.    The suggestion was made that P& Z
reallsocould

not take any.  action until i-  actL the word from the he

developer' s attorney asked i^  P& Z . would  ^
o . willing to hey e them

be= ore they mac} to P& z .     Tne QjeSt4cn

acpear be-fore the PUC

was asked of Mr.  Bruno if that would be satisu oitrontth
him

eir agenda

he said it would.      Mr.  Nunn said Mr.  Bruno p

which he does half the items on their agenda.

Mr..  Killen said that Mr.   Nunn was talking about pretty recently

and that Mr.   Killen was talking about from way back that P& Z was
not particularly happy with it and were clad that the PUC was the
stumbling block Mr.   Nunn responded that if they were unhappy
with it,  why did P'& Z approve 238 units and why did they change the
zoning.  

Mr.   Killen said that
r---:

hesonhad

thatotheQPUCu-
stcuncion

earitato 150t

it was probahly for. the
same   . 

c ty, inq to find out-- wird e,   le

and that is what the Council    .
change

things when they shouldn ' t be changing things if they are
not happy with it and if it does not fit into the game plan.
Mr.  }

Gillen asked what is the hard and fast reason.     He said he

did riot go for big or for small,  one way or the other.  He said

that there was a
little bit in the deal that Mr.  Nunn talked about

on Bf is'tol- Myers,  but he does not put this in the same ballpark
ristol- Myers ,  although he is not saying that one should get

as B
the advantage

over the other.    
However,  he said that that made

more sense that this particular development.
nk

he

Mr.,  
Y7unn stated that he did nnth

Mr.

tKiht e

llensaiduthateifsholttthe

advantage and that was his poot
advantage was given to -the

developer ,  it was given by the same

crew, "    
He said that the rules were chancing and that the final

line comes down to the fact e}-,aCrQwenthat

hastto3Bay1llion"wherehas
did

to go out,  
the Council is the you follow the guide-

you fill
short down the line.  Whydidn ' t y

lines that were given to you?  
What happened to your guidelines?

were th
He Said that the PUC' e people that recommended to the
Council that they spent  $

38 million on _a sewer' plant and now

they  ,
are telling the Council

that ally they can ' t guarantee

rat t. hat will be
sufficient because the PUC+ is liable to change

it at any given time.

f; ergamini said,  
with reference to everyon

Mrs.     

e wanting to know'

what Mr,   
Bruno said,  that at the LPbruar•  11 P& v meeting ,  Mr.

rtclle
said to Mr.   Bruno  ":. nd there is still a discussion on-

cuing
with the pUC people now to determine whether or not even

this 151 may or` may not be
acceptable at this time?"    Mr.  Bruno ' s

e wa  ,   "' The last time it .was
discussed,   it was my under-

respon",>

s_ vnvifg that 151 was st ll an
unacceptable Lmount. "    

Mrs .

Bruno has never waivered.
ficranrnini stated that,  as she has said ,       .

L) iana
coirunented that Mrs.  

Bergamini ,  

ina
her

a newsclaiere
nICd

that back in 1980 there was
a problem with fire

protection,  or a potential of one .

being



said that this was not diS^    ser and that the 151 Dealt

r sly with the sewer usage and that he really could not answer
that and that he had the same wish thatethers have-- that Mr.  Bruno

cc- ld be hear to answer these auestions' himself . 
139

Diana asked if they were looking at 55 additional unts . . _ tir.

aid it was not that cut end dry and that it depends.    Fie said

you have 20 acres of land ,"'  how many,; people do - you allow to

ct cn an acre and where do you use that number.     He said that this

a    : ultiplier and if you say that there are 15 people or 20 people
er acre,  and these are just numbers that are taking from past
e crdence.     He said that they can make that number fit by saying.. ,
r  ::- squise it,  that they will allow 20  _r_eople per ' acre instead

1 peoole per acre which will wive them a 33%  increase in the

on that. piece of property

Mrs. ' Bergamini said that Mr.  Bruno wanted to use the figure of

12 people per acre and that he had said that 15 was inaccuzate`
and a complete error.   She Quoted Mr.  Bruno from the P& Z minutes that. " 12 people an
acre,  over 20 acres ,  assuming they develop it all ,  would be 240
people.    Assuming that you have three people per unit,  that

would be somewhere in the neighborhood of 180 units. "    Mr.

Nunn said that it should be 108 units.    Mrs,.   Bergamin'i said they
were even dealing with inaccurate minutes from the P& Z.    Mrs.

Beraamini went on to Quote from the minutes that Mr.  Bruno had

also said ,   "I admit that 3 people is probably on the high side
with a condominium projects,  with somewhere between 2 or' 3 people.

At the very most it could have been 120 ;   at' the. very least,  it
could have been 80.  However,  the number this developer was asking
for was 238. "

Mr.   Nunn said that he could not comment on this decision and the
input that P& Z put into this.

Mr.   Diana asked Mr.  Nunn what were the figures for taxing the
existing sewer lines,  and what is the gripe between the additional

units as far as gallon per day-- what are the capacities.`

Mr.  Nunn said that in order to. come up with the bottom line as far
as what the density is ,  they take in .various aspects-- the acreage

that they are using :  the fact that they could have a cluster
development,  or the entire 20 acres built on 2-' or 3 acres . ( if they
were to Dut a' hi- rise) ;  the number of people per acre and it could

be different depending on aspects of it :   for instance,  if you
build a condominium unit for younger families there will be children.
Mr.   Diana thought that the minutes said 2 . 2 Der unit.    Mr.  Nunn `

said anywhere from 2 to 3 ,  and if you use 2rpeople vs..  3,  people,

that changes it by 50%.    Mr.  Nunn said that it is these , nurrbers that

people look at and say that they are cast in stone .     He said that

they are not cast in stone and said how are they going to determine
that there are going to be 2 or a people and that it, could be 4 or
5 and there could be many individual units-- if -it was a develooment'

that had retired people,  they could have single dwellers in there.
He said that they were usinc a fiaure between 2 and 3 but that this

was a big variation,  because it mages a multiplier between 2 and 3 ,
which is a 50€  difference.     He said that what the PUC did was to

study the numbers that Mr.   Bruno used to cone up with his conclusions
and they came up with - the decision that they were on the conservative
side,  which tr.  Bruno himself admitted and he plans for sewer and
water usage on the conservative side.     The PUC likes to have Mr.

Bruno plan that way.

Mr.   Diana asked if this was going to be done in stages because Mr.
Nunn keeps saying - that the new plant   (will- be up bythetime they
finish) .    Mr.  Nunn said,  that the developer was at the meeting tonight
and that they might better c him,  although-this was what, they were
told.

Mr.  Nunn paid that the Council was running the meeting and they
could ask whoever they want.

Mr.  Krupp referred to the subject that Mr.  Diana touched on
regarding the water pressure in that area.    He said he was
advised  ( Councilman Rys brought it to his attention)   that there
was a problem .with the water pressure as the Testers '"  fire
proved. He asked if they dump 150 units in that area,  do

they have the water pressure to be able to handle that kind of
residential development.    Mr.  Nunn said he did not know the
answer.



Mr.  Gessert quoted from the 1980 article that Mrs.   Beraamini

had mentioned,   "
Sewer and water facilities in the area of

Znv
S.  Broad Street are very limited ', Bruno said.   ' A booster station       ` 1

would _probably
be needed to provide adequate water pressure

Bruno added.

Mr.  Nunn said
that he did not believe there would be a change

from that if that is the answer they are looking for.

Mr.  KruDp said that unfortunately that is not the answer because
he knows that since 1980 they have put a couple of standpipes
around town and he does not think they put them up in that area.
Mr.  Krupp

said his Question was  -  has anyone addressed the

cuestion of whether there is sufficient water, pressure up ' there
especially

in light of what happened in the Testers fire which
would lead one to wonder what kind of a problem the Town is
letting

itaelf ìn for,  or are they talking about investing in

a standpipe or booster station.

Mrs.  Papale asked if this was brought up at the last meeting when
Mr.  Nunn said no.    Mrs.   Papale said that  ;she could

they voted ,
not imaged-  why Mr-  Bruno did not bring' thisup.    Mr.  Nunn said

he was at a loss as to why someone else didn ' t bring somethinc
uD.

r.  p. owals} i,  the developer for the S.   B-road St.   condominium

project,     
Yazd that there were all kinds of cu= stions beide asked

which had been addressed and that he had the engineer here and
that the water Pressure problem is another thing that the Town
is going to get

and, that has been taken care of.     He said that

maybe Mr. '
Nunn does not have the specifics but that they do

and that
would be happy to supply the Council with that informa-

tion when the Council gives them the opportunity.

that they would be happy to give Mr.  Kowalski

Mr.  Gessert said

the oonortinity,  
but that if Mr.  Nunn ' s commission voted on it,

if they voted
to approve then project,  that information that Mr.

if

h s in his briefcase the PUC is not aware of.

sr.  Kowals}• i said that Mr.   Bruno had this information.

Mr.  Krupp said that they understand that it was not included in
the minutes ,  but that they know from their own Council minutes
that what they have is just minutes and not transcript,  and

that the issue was raised and he was wondering what was discussed
at themeeting since they have already seen that some portion
of the discussion may not have been quoted verbatim.

Mr.  Polanski asked if the 2 , 000 feet of sewer line is going  -,-,
into the existing sewer lines.    He was answered yes.    Mr.  Polanski

said that those'  existing sewer lines were not in the best of
shape and are they going to 'hold,  it or are they. going to redig
those streets up and put in larger sewer lines to take care of
extra amount of sewage ';coming from that area plus whatever else
is going to be built in: there.    Mr.  Polanski asked if Mr.  Bruno

had said that those sewer lines,  what' s in the ground now,  can

hold what' s going to come in oris it going to blow up in our
faces and have sewage all over.

Mr.  Nunn said that he is sure that if the latter were true,  Mr.

Brund would have stressed that point.    He added that Mr.  Bruno

did not say that the water lines were not large enough or the
sewer '' lines were not long enough. and that he ; was sure that if
it was Mr.   Bruno ' s impression that 150 units in that area ,
approximately 55 above what was in the plan for,  would cause a

problem,  Mr.  Bruno would have brought that to the PUC' s attention.
He said that they did not ask him that question.

Mr.  Polanski said that on puce 5 of the minutes ,   it worked out

to 95 total units and then Mr.  Nunn had asked Mr.   Bruno about

the averages and it seemed to Mr.  Polanski that Mr.   Bruno was

quite *insistent of below 100 ,  even at that meeting.

Mr.  Holmes thanked everyone for meeting here on short notice and
said that whenever they have a plan of attack ,  very rarely does

it come down on the chalk line ;  there is always flexibility built

in and he does not feel that there has been any gross capitulation
by the PUC decision.     He said that as far as setting precedence,

there is never any  " sauaw}""  when they give industry extra gallon
rayl-    r 1..,  o-}—'. "=...       



when it c- mcs to t."e h=.=.,;-. e and Cz nn^    wants t  i
ware  - n

Wallinaf` ord and live in  ;; allinaford , ythey  " wring them by the neck.
hMr.  Holmes said that e was confident that the PUC addresses

sufficiently and he thought that they continue to act in a responsiblE
fashion.     He said that lie would like to hear the ccmm., rants of the

engineers concerning the water pressure because if E5 units was
the number that was going to be approved,,  the Council would want

to hear anything about the water pressure.

Mr.  Killen said that he knows Mr.  Nunn must feel like he is at an

inquisition but that the questions that were being thrown at Mr.  Nunn

were the type of questions that the Council would have hoped that
the PUC would have thrii: n,. cut at Mr.  Bruno.    Mr.   Killen said that

Mr.  Nunn kept saying that Mr.   Bruno could live- with it and the

other Gentleman had said that Fir.   Bruno had these particular
things,  but that just from his reading of the minutes, Mr.  Killen
said that he felt Mr.  Bruno just reached the point where he
stopped fighting.    He said that it did not seem to him that he
said  " fine,  we can live with it,  etc. "    He felt that the PUC '
were his bosses and that for some reason they kept going at it
until Mr.  Bruno had no defense left,  but. that he did have all
the answers.    Mr.  Nunn said that he was making an assumpticn
and Mr.  Killen said he knew that and he apologized for that.

Mr.  Nunn said that if it was his meeting and he chaired the
meeting,  he would mandate Mr.  Bruno to be here he works for
the PUC,  and if he had . a graduation or a birthday,  he would say
he was sorry but that they could not change the meeting date.
He said that they have tried to change meeting dates and they
have changed their meetings from a third Tuesday to a fourth
Tuesday to accomodate certain commissioners and then they hear
the ccmplaints` that it got on top of the Council meeting.    He

said that the PUC has had their regular meetings and the Council
has called' a meeting that coincided.'  He stated that they had a
meeting yesterday where they had two very high- priced consultants
that were coming down at no cost to the Town to give them a lot
of information at their request,  they held t:he meeting at 4 : 00
knowing it would run to 6 or 7 p. m.    He said they were from
Boston and they thought this would get them back at a  ' reasonable
time. and yet they received criticism for having a meeting a
4 : 00 in the afternoon.    He said,  with that in mind,   it 's easy
to develop a  " chick skin"  to criticism.     He said that as far as
Mr.  Bruno is concerned,  if it was his m eting..,   he would he here.
He said that it would have been the key ingredient  -  to Question
Mr.  Bruno.     He said that he thought the meeting should have been
held when Mr.  Bruno would have been available or ask that he
make himself available.

Mr.  Killen said that the Council did not have oversight over
Mr.  Bruno,   but that they did have oversight over the PUC,  and

the Councilwas questioning Mr.  Nunn as to why the PUC chose
to override`  the man in whom they put their trust.    Mr.   Killen

recalled that constantly when P& Z is before e Council and the
Council asks has this been o} axed,  they say yes :  . john Costello

okayed it and Al Bruno okayed it  -  they cc not say that Mr.  Nunn

or the members of the CaLmission•- they say the man who really
okayed it because these are the men who went out and did it and
they are the ones with the expertise.     He added that you don ' t-

always have to agree with a man with expertise but that once
you  " hang your hat"  on him,  then you ' re stuck,  with him.

Mr.  Nunn said that the question , was asked of Mr.   Bruno whether

he could live with the situation and he felt'  he could whether

it was because he was exhausted from rebutting it ,  he cannot say
and they would have to as}   Mr.   Bruno that:

Mr.  Killen said that to live with a situation is one thing;  what

the PUC is charted with is what is best for the Town of Wallingford,;

not whether they could live with it.    Mr.  Nunn said that that was

the manner in which they felt they acted.

Mrs.  Pa_pale said that she felt that what Mr.  Nunn had said was
right  -  that they should have worked their meeting around Mr.
Bruno because she wanted to hear from him.    Mr.   Nunn said that'

they could have asked the PUC to ask Mr.  Bruno.     Fir.  Killen said

that they had Mr.  Nunn before them now and they have the minutes ,
and nothing in there shows that there was a desire on the part
of anyone but the Commission to change this particular ` thing and
Mr.  Bruno finally went along with it.     He said that this was the

same as whenyouwant a zoning chanced,   if it is zoned' industrial
and you want it chanced,  you go In aIld you tell what has,  transpired,'



hy it  ;.^.cu d be  -  4norlihas to n a'. reason for i }      F7a aa.. r3  +- 1j4-

so far all he could see was that  '-the PUC had a request to change
it and: based. on than request they decided to change it.  11

Mrs.  Pacale asked Mr.   Killen if he wouldn ' t want to ask Mr.  Bruno

why he ended up going along with it .     She said that she did not

believe that Mr.  Bruno just said all right.    Yrs.   Bergamini stated

that Mr.  Bruno does not have a vote on the Cc=, ission.

Chairman Gessert said that he has a boss and when his boss is
insistent on something,' he said the bottom line , is he has two

choices :  he can resign in protest or he can go along.

Mrs.  Pacale said that she resrects Mr.   Bruno maybe more than many

department heads and she knows him and she cannot imagine him
saying  " all right,  do what you want. "

Mr.  Nunn said that the PUC does not run their meetings that way  -
if Mr.  Bruno said no and, the PUC still felt yes ,  then that was

their decision.

Mrs.  Papale asked what made the PUC go differently than Mr.  Bruno.

Mr.  Nunn replied that they measured the entire picture and the
situation that they were'  currently 1n and they felt that this
situation was acceptab" e..   Mrs .  P anal e asked if It was aood for

the Town of Wallingford and Mr.  Nunn said ves.     She asked him why.

Chairman Gessert asked how Mr.   Nunn was going to d-=efend this one
and the 151 stands and the next guy camps in and wants 500 units
on a olace that is supposed to be onlv ' 200 and then he wants to
compromise' at 375,  and- he says it is the same as this case.    Haw

is the PUC going to say that: he is different from this case?

r.  Nunn replied that he would look at the situation and if he
was not different,  then they "might go with that too,  with the

idea that the plant, may possibly ;.be . at ccacity instead of the
near 2005 ,   20 nears from now,  it might be at  .its car?c . ty in the
year 2000.    Mr.  Gessert said it might be at capacity by 1989 ,  the

day they open the door,  if they do this often enough.    Mr.  Nunn

said he did not think so. and that they have a plant now at 4 million
gallons and they are going on an ' 8 million gallon plant and there
is no way that 1989 will find them at 8 million gallons.

Mrs.  Bergamini._ asked Mr.  Nunn what is the point of having these
studies and that last night they had a meeting and almost agreed
to a study that is going to cost the PUC  $ 44 , 000 on a water

treatment plant.    She said that if five years down the line,  they

are going to ignore thatstudy and
change their minds ,:  then what

is the point of the study.     She said that,  to her ` mind,  the sewage

treatment plant is still a figment of somebody ' s imagination.    She

said that there was not . a shovel in the ground,   she had not seen

a- plan and she , had not seen any motion on it.    Mr .  Nunn asked her

if she had seen the bill's they paid on the design phase.    Mr.

Nunn said that you start with a feasibility plan and you go a
design plan and they are past those two stages now.    Mrs.  Bergamini

asked , how they can deviate from a plan that doesn ' t have a shovel
in the around and how do'  they justify paying  $ 44 , 000 for a survey

or a feasibility study on a water treatment plant when down the
Line,  the Commissioners are going to, do this.

Chairman Gessert said that the questions that the Council members
had that Mr.  Nunn could not answer would then be addressed to whoever
could- answer- the questions the developer,  engineer and the attorney.

Mr.  Dennis Garvey,  attorney for the developer,  with"  offices at

1 Whitney Avenue in New  ' Haven,  
prefaced with the comment that

this particular development is right .up at the top of the list of
the top ten  -    one of those things that has been going on since
19' 80 ,  ", five years ,   since it was proposed to develop this land.    He

said that as background,-  the P& Z ' Commission has approved 238 units
for construction on this site.    He said that the Council was not

unaware that they have had other meetings with the PUC and that
they are not unaware of the problems that face the Town by virtue
of the present capacity of the sewage disposal system_     He said

that the developers were asked to a tteTrt to reach score  ;: ind o `

a : C mJrCmlSe nu ..-T!,= ro S^vRe' lace between 238 units and zero.    He

said that the developers designed and redesigned this project with
good engineering and architectural advice.     It is proposed that

151 townhouses be constructed and obviously those are -not all
aoing . to be built at one time.    He said it was the plan of the



develouer to "phase them in and to build models and to develop
the project in accordance with his ability to not only do the
site plan,  develop the sewer connection,  which Mr.  Tim Brown L43
will tell the Council about,  to extend the water line,  to put a
boot on that waterline to ensure  :that there will be : adeauate
water pressure and then to begin construction of the units.

Mr.  Garvey stated that they told the Com:^iission that it w,- 5z i, rn) ,}- e.lt,

that any of these units would be ready for occupancy in less than-.
a year,  perhaps more.    He said that thereafter it would be built
in phases,  probably in three phases of approximately 50 each as
sales were developed.

Mr..  Gessert asked Mr.  Garvey,  as an attorney,  when he goes into
court and a client of his has a verbal agreement,  how ' welldoes

that verbal agreement hold.    Mr.  Garvey replied that it depended on
what theverbai'  agreement was and that one could have an oral

contract.    Mr.  Gessert asked which is better and Mr.  Garvey said
that he did not think that one is better than the other as a

matter of law and that he could enforce either one.    Mr.  Garvey
said that there is no developer in this economic climate who is
ever going to place himself in the position that developers did
in 1973 and acerin in 1981 where interest'  rates changed,  unless

he has assured sales.    He is not going to build on speculation
151 units,  and then perhaps be sitting there unable to sell them.

He said it was very unlikely that this project could be built out
in less than three years,  but nobody could guarantee that.    He

said they gave their best estimate and Mr.  Nunn alluded to that.

He said that it seemed to him that the most important' factor in

the presentation of their case to the PUC was the technical

information which was developed by Tim Brown and his, company. in
connection with the development of this project.    He added that

there is a disagreement among experts,  not substantial but it is

very material as to what the construction of these units is going
to add to the sewage disposal plant load.    He said that Mr.

Brown would cover that with the Council but that it was his

eeling ,  based upon the information which Mr.  Brown will present,

and Mr.  Garvey would give a copy of the report,  with the develop-
ment of 151 units on this particular piece of lana will be less

than that which was contemplated in the facility plan.    He said

if that  ' i's so,  they are well within the guideline that had been
established.    Mr.  Garvey said that if the Council accepts the

expert opinion of Mr.  Brown and balance it against what Mr,.  Bruno

said was admittedly very conservative,  he does not think the

recision was unreasonable at all and that,  as a matter of fact ,  he

thouaht the PUC might have been rather hare- pressed not to g-- ant
this recuest.

Mr.  Tim Brown,  President of The Center for Engineering,   Inc. ,

15 South Elm Street,  Wallingford,   said that at the last meetina.
when the P& Z submitted this Question back to the PUC,  the engineers
developed some' fiaures for Mr.  Bruno and for the Commission.    Mr.

Brown said that he had quite a bit of experience with this ' since
he has been doing water work for about 22 years and that members

of .his staff have design-ed water and sewage treatment plants in
Connecticut,  New York,  Florida and New Jersey.    He said that they
have a aood understanding of how this information is developed. '
le saidrthev clDtainedme numbers here in Connecticut that arp>'
typical or anis type o project.    Farmington Village Condominiums I'
is 92 gallons per capita per day;  Bristol,  City- wide is 84 gallons
per capitaperday;  Middletown,  City- wide is 85' gallons per capita
per dayf So-:uthington,  Town- wide is 60 gallons per capita per day;
South Central Connecticut Regional Water Authority for condominiums
is 60 gallons per capita per day.    He said that ,  as they look at
those nulrLbers,   they will see that the more residential. communities

and the  , ondominiums have significantly lower numbers than the
more de'voloped industrialized towns ,   and that is because thrown`

into their per capita per day are their industrial uses',  etc.

Based on that survey,  they used the number'  of 65 gallons per capita

per day Tor the South Broad Condominiums.    As everyone Knows ,    I
all the'  ,iater that is used does not reach the sewer system;  some i

is used ror car washing,  watering the lawn,   etc.     One of the i

most widely accepted engineering text in this field is Metcalf  &;
Eddy,  2r, 11 Edition,  and they cite that 60 to 80; percent =i ttthe range

of the  [„ rton of water that normally reaches the sewer.    Using

that as jDackground,   they developed a water use of 65 gallons per

capita F. er day.



Mr.   Brow  
said that one of the discussions that took place earlier     `

this evo, l ng was that this type of d velopmentt normally has a
raise of

2 to 3 people per unit and they used 2 people per unit      :L Ij1l

for the 151
units ;  the amount of water consumption that is is

2' , 53-7  
dllons.  They used a

conservative nu.^.ber   ( lie has worked

with
tsruno for some ten years

Al

and he  } mows that Mr.  ru'no is

with Al,
Cive and ks js what he expects)   of 90%  of the water consumption

seacl  the water plant and they can see that this is probably
to
Conservative by 10 or 11%.     He said that using that,  22 , 083 gallons

Would come off of this site for a total of 151.  units.

per day

Mr,  G:e5Prrt commented regarding the `various typical gallons per day
sounding areas,  

Mr.  Gessert asked why , didn ' t Mr.  Brown choose

anumber halfway between 60 and 92 ,   instead of a number near themor sur.

Lowest er d•    lir.  Brown said that 92 is at the high end and in a
lid.   look at all the numbers

and look at them;  he said if

survey ,    eo ste Middle t wn ,  and

ou loo,  
at the other num uses of water ttlrOl ghout

ntn they also include the .otherSoutho
own,  so they can see that the actual consumption on a per

the t

unit
ownwould be substantially lower.

Mr.   Ge 5s rt asked what did those numbers
measure  -  water or sewer.

roW n ' said that they measure water.    Be said that he then took.
Mr.  B

that

ro'

d

s   (

65)   and used 90%  as reaching the sewer system here

ujrinWalliI, gford.

Mr.  
GesiBert asked if they arrived

at

r tthis bdatakingd
the total

bamount
1

of gallwns
that leaves  ' the reservoir 1

These nu; nbers are arrived

the total
population.    

Mr.   Brown said that

at

ttot-
51h many other things ,   

such as leaky  ' mater systems.    ?
hese

on=«
nption numbers which are wifely published.

are c

Mr.  Gessert asked,  if these areactual
consumption numbers ,  then     -

why do they go andtalk about the industrial stuff which has no
bearing on residential use.   saidHethat

nobaring

tthow

conw3ristola2•lyers

r and how

how many showers his family takes
and why Bristol- Myers should be fudged into the consumption at
his home , has no bearing .    Mr.  Brown said they donotdo that

Mr.  Holmes said that Mr.  Brown said that other towns factor that

in for theirresidentialuse.    
Mr.   Brown said that they have

attempted to use real numbers and that they certainly would not
want to include industrial use.

Mr.  Gessert asked how much water does a household use per day
per person.    Mr.   Brown said that this is exactly what they haue
in the 60 gallons per

capita per day.    tlr.  Gessert asked where

did Farmington get 92.    Mr.   Brown said that they were on the

high ' side.    Mr.  Gessert asked if this was measured by a household
or by F -

industrial park.    Mr.   Brown said that this was for
ominiums.     Mr.  Gessert asked if this was

Farmington Village Cond

an actual measurement of a' housing
unit.    Mr.  Brown replied that

it was an avers® e of the housing units in Farmington Village
d

Condominiums.    Mr.  Gesser  as}: eif this was the actual figure

for the Condominiums and not based on some industrial oarY in
Bristol.    Mr.  Brown said that was correct and that so were the
South Central Regional Water Authority figures for Condsmnumbers
He said that one of the adantaces of using the lat`_-
is because the Authority meters a whole slnQle Condominium complex
on a ' single meter and therefore you get a very good reading of
what those numbers are  -  they are more

accurate,  and since they

they want to deal with condominiumare dealing with condominiums ,
numbers.

Mr.  Krupp asked if the 65 gallcns per day is after they apply the
90$  factor.    tlr.   Brown said no that this was

before the 90% .    Mr.

Brown said that they were at least ' IO s conservative in using the
90% .    Mr..  Gessert commented that they were not too conservative.that there is another
when they used the 65 .    Mr'    Brown r soondeI     .

4

M®  to  . ot i., r,  Gesc^-  -' d

qac} ter here that he had no
if one sets realistic fia::'_

esyat 92 and the other one cones up

with' a low of 62 it seems that they targeted a lot more toward
the  'lower end than toward the middle.



Mr.  Brown said that the last fact in relation to this particular
project is that this project is almost all twe- bedroom c ndcs.
He said that Farmington Village has a hich' number of 3- cedroom
condos which naturally have more,  people.    The fact is that their`

estimate is 22 , 083 which is 5%  less than would be allowed in that
particular develo'pmen't had it been an" indust- ial develcVient.
He said that this was to say that their facility plan allowed
1200 Gallons per acre and that times the 19. 33 acres of this site
gives you 23 , 196 ,  and that,   in fact,   they are 5%  to the  'cool in
relation to the flow that is reaching the sewage treatment . plant..

Mr.  Brown said that the question of the capacity of existing
sewer lines between this location and the sewage treatment
plant was also raised to Mr.  Bruno.     There are places in

Wallingford, ° such> as the sewers up around Interchange district
below the new hotel,  that do have capacity problems ` between the
sewage treatment plant..    He said that in this location there is-'

not a capacity problem.     In fact,  earlier on in this study,

when they thought there might be concern as to how the sewage
would reach the plant,  they had offered to put in a` holding tank
and put into the sewage during the off- peak hours.

Mr.  Killen asked if this was presented at a' meeting , of the PUC.
Mr.  Brown said that it was presented at the meeting of February
26 of the PUG.    Mr.  Killen said that it did not appear in the

minutes.    Mr:  Garvey said that this report was made part of the
minutes,  and he said he would like to make it part of this

meeting.

Mr.  Polanski . said that on page 6 ,  they do have commentsin the
minutes about the same figures that Mr.   Brown was referring to,
this 5%  dower.    Mr.  Garvey said that he did not know if it was
in the minutes but he would make a cony ofthe report and mare
it available to the PUC now,  even though he had made them a copy

at the meeting.

Mr.  Krupp asked if the 22 , 083 was the number of consumption.

Mr.   Brown said that the actual number of flow from the site was
22 , 083 ;  the actual flow allowed from the same site from the
facility plan was 23 , 196 .    Mr.  Krupp asked if he used somewhat
more conservative numbers than Mr.   Brown used of ,   say,  75 gallons

per capita x . . 9 ,  he comes up with a range of 25, 500 ,  because Mr.

Brown is at the low end.    Mr.  Brown said that they are at the

high end with the 90%.

Mr.  Gessert said that with a condominium there would not be too
much lawn watering ,  not lire with a  - acre home.    Mr.   Brown said

that he lives in a condominium and they have a closed circuit t. v.
that,  as soon as the weather aeLs warm,   sends a  . essace c  :nater

the Crass ever-' ay and that the condo owners do.     He said acain

thatthe60- 80€  is a widely accepted- number and they have acne
to 90%,  to err on the side of being conservative.     He said that

these numbers were given to Mr.  Bruno and,  knowing Mr.  Bruno for

10 years,  he accepted them.    He said that as the Council all

pointed out,  Mr.  Bruno would not accept something that was not
reasonable.

Mrs".  Papale said that maybe it was never brought up and- maybe he
didn ' t think there was a water problem.

Mr.   Garvey said no and that what he though what happened was that
in order to orepare for the zoning hearing,  you have to get throuah

the various departments and the issue of water pressure   ( they are

also- going toextend the water line 1800 ft. )  Mr.  Brown pointed

out that this is a separate is-sue, that the water line does not
quite come to the project today-.    He said that earlier on in

the design,  theywere bringing the water line up and they sat
down with Mr.  Bruno and asked about the water and how he wanted
to handle it.    He said that there were two alternatives given
to them  -    to take care of low pressure and the availability of
water to flow in fire protection.    One was a booster station which

was . mentioned tonight and the other was to go to the expense of
extending the line up S.  Broad St.  through the project down

jacking it with the railroad and tying, into Old Colony behind,
essentially creating a , loop and taking care of the water pressure
problem.    He said that this was accepted by Mr.  Bruno and he

imagined this was why it did not come up at the meeting the
other night.



Mr.  Krupp asked if they , believed. that there was no problem with
the water pressure.     Mr.   Brown said that this was correct because

they are not tying into.  the same line.     He said that one of the      "' D

problems with going up there', was that they had to see the line
going up S.  Broad.     He said that when you are out at the ' end of

a long line,  you always have the possibility of a; larce fire and
oullina on one line.     He said the best way to handle that is
to strengthen the grid, .'  by putting other water lines across
from one line to the other.

Mr.   Holmes referred to the fact that they were using 2 . 5 people
per unit and that Mr.   Krupp had reminded him of the fact that
the Board of Education paid for a population study for the
school system and that D'r.   Yulo ' s report concluded that an average

of 2 . 2 persons'  rer unit was the average for Wall ingfo'rd',   so

that they have a real safety factor built in there.

Mr'.  Kowalski said that they have been conservative and that they
did address the capacity problem of other sewer lines with Mr.
Bruno He said that one ' aues` ion not brought up^

e

tonight in extending
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ani was there

a- oroblem in the capacity of: the plant in doina thIat Rr.   Kowalski

said that the Town ' s facility  _plan includes all the acreage up
there and anyone could develop any piece at any time and tie into
the line.    He said that what they are providing to the Town under
this olan is a sewer line at no cost to the Town. and he was sure
the PUC was aware of this and no ' loncer are funds mailable for
extension of sewer , lines. for undeveloaed lards.     So he  '-Felt there

was a net Cain for the town- ' an additional 2000 ft. ' of sewer that

could be tied into by the businesses that are along that particular   -
road,  new developments that come in could be tied into that line

and there is a strengthening of the water arid and all of these
costs are being borne by the developer.

r.  Gessert commented that normally,  if a sewer runs by snip- one , s

property,  there is a hook- up ''charge or a sewer assessment fne
per each unit going ' in,  for each _piece of property attached.
Mr.  Gessert asked if this is being done

Mr.  Nunn said yes,  that if it is a sewer that can be used by
a homeowner,  then they are mandated to tie in ''unless they are
able to get exceptions for some reason.    Mr.  Gessert asked . what

these 151 homeowners are going to pay per unit to hook up with
the sewer.    Mr.  Nunn said that this would be another Question
for Mr.  Bruno to answer.

Mr.  Gessert said that he did not mean a hook- up charge but
rather an access charge and that if you live on it and all of
a sudden they extend it,  then you pay for that too.

Mr.  Nunn said that it does not even have to go by your house
anymore;  they changed that law and now,  much to the chagrin of

the developers , , if you use it,  if the developer runs a sewer

line from the Town ' s line to his development and tt.4t if the property
it. services is not abutting the sewer,  they still pay a sewer

use charge.    He said that the old law said they had to abut the
sewer line to have the charge,  and they do not do , - his anymore.

Now everybody uses a sewer line and it gave them a return on
there investment from 8- 0- 10- 11%  of return by the user, , to now

50= 60% being,  returned,  and the Town ' s money is being refunded
through the charge.

Mr.  Nunn said he did not know,  off hand,  what the charge was per

unit,  in answer to Mr.  Gessert ' s" question.     Fie said it was like

having''' a reference material  -  when he wants to know that number,

he asks Mr;  Bruno and therefore he does not commit it to memory.

Mr..  Killen asked if they had any figure for what Pilgr-im Harbor
wanted for using the condominium.    Mr.   Brown said he did not.

Mr'.  Killen asked if he had any figures for the Town of  'Wall ngford
and Mr.  Brown said he did not.      He asked Mr.   Brown if these wouldn ' t

be more oertient than the Middletown and Bristol figures.     dr.

Brown said that they might be useful also but he felt that these
F.umhere were  ` t'piC31 Tor  `=

necticu-  =  cnthe_`'  are published nt:mn ers

and that is` kh}   they use these.



Mr.  Killen said that they did not decide to build a plant based
on typical;  they decided to build a plant based on Wallingford °s     
use and it seemed to him that that would be one of the overriding
things.    Mr.  Killen asked Mr.   Brown if he knew what the water
and sewer charges were in Farmington as oaposed to the South
Central Connecticut region.- are they the same,  or is one higher
or lower.    Mr.   Brown said that he was not sure what the rates were

but that one thing that is common to both'  of them is that they are
metered- on a' full project basis they have one meter tP: at they buy
water for the condominium from the water company.    Fie said that
this was something that Mr.  Bruno avoided wisely in this case.
Every unit in this project has individual sewer and water hook- up
and a meter.    He said that,  generally speaking,  when you are
metered you use less water.    He said it is less likely that you
are going to open up the valve and water the c7rass.

Mr.   Killen said this was why he asked this question.    He said that
there is one instance where the elderly were paying off one meter
and they had the doors wide open and the heat going full blast until
the Town put in the meters.    He said . that_ this was why he felt  .they
should have something more typical of what Wallingford is going to
use.     He said that these figures in the report he could care less
about,  because these communities did not go for the  $ 38 million
and Wallingford did.

Mr.  Brown said that the position that Mr.- Bruno has taken in-

requirina individual meters and individual hoop- ups is to the good.

Mrs..   Bergamini quoted from the minutes ,   " Mr.  Nunn asked if 100
gal-lons per day was a reasonable amount.    Mr.  Bruno said it was on
the high side.    The average for this town is about 80 gallons a
persons;   100 gallons is used because the peaking factor has to be
considered.

Mr.  Brown stated that the peaking factor of 100 gallons per day
is really independent of what they are doing here.    He said it is
used to size the sewer.    He said that at 5 . 00 in the afternoon,
which is your peak use,  when everybody is turning on their dish-
washer or washinct or taking a shower,  the water consumption is

higher and therefore the amount of water reaching the sewer is
higher.     So,  you have to sizeyour sewers for that increased
instantaneous capacity and that is where the 100 gallons comes from.

Mrs.   Bergamini uuoted. Mr.  Bruno from the minutes regarding the
S-- idy done by th`  engineering  _ ir  ,   "He had no vc_-_ cular comments
excect that thev had not provided a peaking factor. "    Mr.  Brown

said that this factor is used for the capacity of the sewer and
is not for the number of gallons per day used.     He said that

they use the peaking factor in sizing their sewers but this is a
separate part of the engineering study.    What they are talking
about here is the total gallons used per day.     That ceaking
factor is- used to reach that peak load at 5 : 00 in the aternoon.

Mr.  Nunn said that he asked that Council to consider the fact that
they are using a number of multipliers,   the acres ,  the . number of
gallons per acre,  the number of people per unit,  the number of
units per acre  -  there are a lot of multipliers in-volved here_    They
are talking about allowing 96 versus 151 units;  he said that sounds

like they are allowing 50€  more when they talk units.    Yet,   if they
use the numbers using the various multipliers whether they be at
65 gallons or 80 gallons and they use 80 or 90% ,   the multiplier
would come out   ( at the worst conditions) ,   it might be 25- 26 , 000
gallons versus an allowable figure of 23- 23, 500 .

Mr.  Nunn . said that if they used the more liberal figures and came
up with 26 , 000 ,  against a plan of 23 , 000 -  if you divide 26 , 000

by 23 , 000,  you get maybe 112%.

Mr.  Gessert said he did not know what the 23, 000 and 26, 000
represented.    Mr .  Nunn said that 23 , 100 is the amount of sewage
thatwould be allowably produced in that 19 . 1 acres.    He said if

they used theheavier multipliers of 80,' gallons- and 80%  of the-

water going into the sewer ,  the number might come out to .21 , 000

Mr..  Diana said that if you were to take 80 gallons per day and

multiply it by 2 . 2 ,  which is what has been the established

residency here in town per unit,  multiplied by 151 ,  what would  .

it come to  -  21 , 000 .



Mr.  Krupp said that he took the ultimate ccnservative route and
used 80 gallons per day x 80%  x 2. 5 x 151 which comes out to

24 , 160-,  which is about 5% .      I
Mr.  Munn said that this is why they have to make the numbers
realistic and if they are saying that the PUC is allowing 151
units where they should only have 96 units ,  that sounds li'tr,e it

is a mass giveaway program,  but what they are actually dealing
with is  -  instead of delivering 23 , 100 gallons,  you are giving

24 , 000 gallons ,  which is 5%  more.    Mr.  Nunn said that this was

using the Council ' s numbers not the developer ' s .    He said that

it was a variation and a departing from the pian ,  but it is by

5%.    He said that there are acres up there that are impossible
to build on and if they have blinders on and only go by the
straight line,  he felt they were being` unfairly critical.     

fie

said that he would like to take those numbers in the judgment
that was made by the PUC why they took a unit like this
using, those calculations.     He said it was not 96 versus 151,
but rather 25 , 000 vs.   23 , 100 ,  etc.     He said to him that was

more realistic because that is really what they are measuring.

sir.  Garvey said heat he did not want anythlnc to cel.  on the
record that was inaccurate He said that those n' ambers were

done by one of the Councilmen y which was taking the - f icure of
2. 5 ,  where Wallingford uses 2 . 2 ,  which used an 80%  pressure

and it is using the outside limits of the very worst case up
and down the line and if you use that,  5%  more is what you get

over the facility plan numbers.     He said that if you use 2. 2 ,

which the Board of Ed has done,  then they are well underneath.

Mr.  Garvey said that the developer has approval  -from the P& Z
for 238 units and the PUC has a constitutional obligation to
all its citizens,  which is what Mr.  Nunn has been alluding to--

he is conscious and the PUC is conscious that the P'UC could be .
more than severely criticized'  should it not treat all the citizens
of this Town alike.     He said that it could be mandated by a
court order to so treat all of its citizens and having that in
mind,  it seemed to him that this PUC has been not just reasonable
but extremely careful .     HA said that his firm,   representina the

developers ,  have not insisted,  as they might have,  that with,

that zoning approval they could come to the Town and say that  =
the Town has a problem.    He said that this issue is yet to

be litigated in ourccourts.    He said our Supreme Court has

allowed moratorium for a temporary basis,    Mr.  Garvey said

that our Supreme Court is very likely to follow New Jersey
and say to the municipalities that they cannot shut -out
residents and they have to build the facility.

Mr.  Garvey said that the charges that have been laid out
tonight are totally unsupported and the PUC has done its
job and done it properly and the numbers

are here-- worst

case:  they have allowed a 5%  in excess of the facility plan.

Using Wallingford ' s own
numbers ,  they are well under that

facility plan.

Atty.  McManus stated that Mr.   Garvey' s legal point was not

well taken  ( with reference to the constitutional obligations of the Tovm) .

Mr.  Brown said that there is no magic in what they have come
up with and the facts are that,  when they took , on this job

and they were told to try and lay it out for 238 units ,   it

was apparent early on that that was going to be a problem.   
They had

di cussions with Mr.   Bruno and asked.  what was acceptable to

h_ m'  and he said the facility_ plan, is acceptable;   it is a

published document and they went to that published document
and they took numbers and backed in and - essentially they met
the requirements of the facility plan.    He said,  had it come

out to - 204 ,  they would probably have headed for that number       -
instead;  and if it would have come out to 121 ,  they would have

gone for that.     He said there is no magic here;   it is just

good engineering and reaching a number that they know should
be accepted,

Mr:'  Killen said that. he agreed with Atty.  Garvey that the PUC

has an obliaation to treat everyone alike but the problem that
they run into is that in establishing ' criteria,  which they did,

and then deviating from them,   they are not treating evervor.e
ali''}:e.    He said that  ' `  a person is a developer that has the
type of money that can bring in gentlemen like the encineer
and the attorney here tonight,  he may get his deviation.     He

said however that John Jones does not do so.     He said they see

this day in and day out and if you read the P& Z minutes ,  every



time that someone takes them to court,  you ' ll see nine times ouf
of ten,  the landowner will win ,   if they have the money.    He

said that it should not be that everyone ' should have to hire a149lawyerto get their way.     Ii the Town has a set of rules,  a

person should be able to pick it up and the figures are very
easily readable.    rnd if they set those criteria,   it shouldn ' t
be because these gentlemen and nine other people come in ,   that

they should change things .

Mr.  Killen felt that if they had met possibly earlier with
Mr.  Bruno,  maybe they would not build a  $ 3>8 million plant;
they might have built a-$ 30 million plant . and been well within
the guidelines because nobody is apparently going to hit the
peak that. they were talking about.     He said that there is a
term called average-- if he uses 5 and somebody else uses 10,
in between is 7-.    He said he can claim that he is going to
use 5 ,  but you can bet someone is going to use 10.    - The problem

is how do they know everybody isn ' t going to use a 10 then

their'  average goes down the drain and so does the  $'38 million.
Mr..  Killen said thattheyrelied on the PUC when they said
they needed'  a  $ 3' 8 million plant and now they are saying they
have a lot of leeway -with that,  and he wished that they had
told the Council that at the time and he would have questioned
the figures ' a little closer.

Mr.  Garvey stated that,  as far as they were concerned,  the PUC

held them to pretty strict accounting.

Mr.  Gessert said that from his standpoint ,  the PUC looks very
flexible.

Mr.  Nunn disagreed heartily with Mr.  Gessert ' s statement that

the PUC is very flexible.     He wanted to be on record to give
the Council his opinion that they have not,.. been very flexible.
He did not think that they had a giveaway program as far as
the PUC is concerned and he resented that implication that . it
has been that.     He felt that one of the reasons it was being
brought up tonight was because Mrs.  Bergamini said that this

was a departure from what the PUC normally does and that is
why she was questioning it.     If it is _a departure,  howcanthe

PUC be considered as being flexible with what they have done
over the hast.

Mr.  Gessert said that Mr.   Bruno said Monday . that he still believed
the project should be limited to 80- 100 units.    He said that in

Going from 80- 100 to 151 ,   in his opinion ,  was being flexible

Mrs.. Papale asked,  wh.er.  Mr. Kowalski went  .to buy this land,  and

before he purchased it,  was he told by anyone that he would be
able to put 238 units.    Mrs.  Papale said that he must have
gotten approval from sumeplace. .

Mr.  Kowalski said that when P& Z approved the . zoning for 236,  he-

had an option on the property and Mr—.Bruno had some opposing
comments at the meeting ,  but P& Z approved it.    He had an option

on the property and when they approved it ,  he went and bought it.

She asked if he would not have bought that property otherwise.
Mr.  Kowalski'  said that he would have never bought it if he knew

they were going to zone by utilities which they never did.

Mr.  Gessert pointed out that going from 100 to 150 units ,  with

a difference of an additional 50 units at today' s prices of
60, 000 as - a low,   is an additional  $ 3 million for - that project.

He said that this is a benefit to the developer.     He said that

when the Town Council looks at it,  they have to see what benefit
itis to the Town of Wallingford and what impact is it going to
have.

Mrs.  Bergamini asked if Mr.  Kowalski had his option before he

came for the zone change.    He replied that he did.    Mrs_.  Bergamini

said that they did not technically approve the 238 units'  per se,
they had approved only the zone change,  and that Mr.  Kowalski

assumed,  through calculations ,   that he could put in 238 provided
HUD okayed it.    Mr.  Kowalski stated that if they read the zone
change,  they would understand that they get 238 units.

Mr.  Garvey stated that under the zoning regulations in each
category,  they are allowed a certain number of units per acre
so if you change your classification on a piece of land from

A"  to  " B",  and go from industrial to residential ,  you can

then build 14 units per acre.



Mrs..   Bergamini pointed out that Mr.   Kowalski had the zone changed

originally by saying he was going to build housing for the IC Uelderly.     She quoted  " The multi- unit project,   if approved by J
HUD,  would allow 238 units in at least three low- rise buildings.
In addition,   the developers would have to get the backing of
Town officials ,  the Committee on Aging,   the Planning Board,
and the Engineering Department. "    Mrs.  Bercamini said that this

was why the zone chance was granted-- for the elderly-- and now

all of a sudden they are going to private townhouses.    Mr.

Kowalski responded- that this was because of the Sewer Department
not issuing the permits and they lost that;  .that'' money was in  -

the pipeline and when they 'went down to talk to the Sewer Dent.
Mr.  Bruno said he ' would not give them any sewer permits.    Mrs.

Bergamini ' said that this was when the Town neglected'' andthey
should have reverted that zoning back because it went under P& Z

for elderly housing and that zoning should not have been allowed
to stay once the developer was not allowed to build elderly
housina.

Mr.  Killen said that ti:._y are be nc brought back to the fact that
they have ' no oversight over P& Z'.  Mrs.  Bercamini said they had
no oversight over P& Z unless they have oversight over PUC.

Mr.  Gessert asked Council secretary to read the original motion.
Mrs.  Beraamini agreed to withdraw her ' motion and'' Mr. °` Killen

withdrew his second.

Mrs.  Beroamini moved to use legislative veto and overturn the

d'ecision maae: by the PUC on February 26 to allow 151 units.
Mr.  Killen seconded the motion.

Mr.  Polanski said that he felt that they had proven their case
that they were within the guidelines and he did not think that
they were overextending by putting in 151 units:

VOTE:    Council members> Bergamini,  Gessert,  Killen and Rys voted

aye;  Council members Diana,  Holmes ,  Krupp,  Papale and

Polanski voted no.    Motion did not carry.

A' motion, to adjourn was duly made,   seconded and carried and

the meeting adjourned at 8 : 30 p. m.

Respectfully submitted,

Carmen L.  Gonzalez'

Council Secretary
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